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This invention. relates to improvements in 
patch‘ applying machines; that is,- machines for 
applying patches,‘ linings, or ‘covers to sheet ma 
terial. Machines of this character are adapted 
to apply a patch coextensive in length with ‘the 
material to be patchednbut the primary and dis 
tinctive utility. of a patchapplying. machine re 
sides in the fact that it is adapted to apply 
patches which are shorter than the patched arti-. 
cles, in exact registration with predetermined 
areas thereof. _ ' 

A machine of the character referred to in 
cludes basically mechanism for feeding‘ a ?rst 
material to be patched, a patch applied adapted I 
to roll patches progressively into contact with 
spaced areas of‘ the ?rst material, mechanism 
for paying out a'web of patch material to the 
patch applier at a slower speed than the surface 
speed of the patch applier, means for severing 
.successive patches from the leading end of the 
web, and means for causing the patch applierto _ 
exert a slip drag on the web before severing,_and 
to advance the severed path to meeting‘relation-_ ' 
with the ?rst material without slipping, all as 
broadly disclosed inJ my‘ Patent #1369306 of 
August 7, 1934. The modern trend has been to 
ward the use of suction for causing the patch 
applier to exert a ‘slip drag on the web before 

. severing and to advance the severed patch to 
meeting relation with the first material without 
slipping; also to the use of a rotary cutter co 
operative with the‘ patch 'applier for e?ecting 
severance of the patchs. , h. 

The use of suction has certain disadvantages. 
A. vacuum system is expensive’ to install and op 
erate. It is inherently limited in speed of oper 
ation. The suction ducts become clogged with . 
lint and dirt which always accumulates around 
any paper working machine. Frequent and tedi 
ous cleaning is necessary, and in the intervals be-- 40'desi1r1ed pressure of the belts vagainst the patch 

app er. ' ' ' ‘ ' tween cleanings the suction' gradually becomes 
less effective and more sluggish and uncertain in 
its action. ‘ ‘ . ' 

Then too, in order to make thesuctionoper 
ated machines practical, the air current is caused 
to be quickly. reversed to blow the patch from . 
the surface of the patch .applier at the time of 
contact with the adhesive on the moving blank 
to which the patch is to be applied. A serious 
disadvantage of this scheme resides in the fact‘ 
that in blowing oil it is a very di?icult matter, at 
some time'or other, to prevent oil from working 
through the oil filter and the passages from the 
vacuum pump and coating the surface‘ 'of ‘the 

\plier. These belt devicesform continuous'guides 
for the web and-serve also to exert an‘uninter-l . '. 
rupted smoothing tension upon the-‘leading end’ 1 

2o oi-theweb before-,thepatch-iscut. ‘ - 

Thefact that the belt‘ devices are positively 

45 mounted that the driving tension causes the roll 
'ers to be drawn lightly toward theJbelt applier. ' 

so pivot and the patch applier. 
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in time interferes‘with the operation'of the ma- ~ ~ 
chine. ~ , 

It is an important objector the present inve'n'f tion to provide improved auxiliary feeding means ' 
cooperative with the patch applier and bearing 
lightly thereagainst for causing the patch appli‘er ' > 
to exert a slip drag on the leading end of ‘the 1, 
web before‘ cutting and to carry the cut patch ‘ 
forward without ‘slipping. 

10 In accordance with a practical and advantage~ _ 
_ ous embodiment of the- invention,_and as dis- - 2; 
closed herein, the auxiliary feedingimeans desir- '~ ' 
ably takes the form of friction belt. devices which 
are individually adjustable laterally oi the path 

15 of web feeding, and which are positively driven; ' 
in unison with the surface speed ofthe patch ap- 

:driven is an important featureof the invention 
because maintenance of the ,speed'of the belts ' 
andjtheir pulleysat'the- surface speed" of; the, 

25‘ patch- applier does not depend upon-‘contact of‘ 
the belts with the patch applier. In the-case 
of long patches particularly there is neverany 
need to accelerate the belt mechanism throueh ' 
the web or the cut patch, so that the only inertia 

30. to be overcome is that of the light patch mate-' 
rial itself. — 

The use of belt devices is also important be 
cause the pressure of a belt throughout its entire 
active stretch can be adjusted by the single and 

v 35 simple operation of adjusting the tension of the . 
belt. It is a ‘further important feature of the 

>. invention, therefore, that the auxiliary feeder 
I comprises belt'devices, together with mean'sfor, 
adiusting the tension of the belts to produce any 

It is a-further feature that'the opposite ends 
of the active or patch applier engaging stretches ' 
of the belts are guided by rollers which are so 

These guide are so arranged that the pull 
upon each roller is in a line which passes near to 

' the pivot of the roller support, but between the 

I have found that in order to use longitudinal 
anvil bars on the periphery of a patch applying 
cylinder it is necessary to provide sections‘ of 
sheet rubber thereon between. the anvil bars. 

‘ cylinder. This, of course, soils the product and 55 vulcanization 0! rubber to the cylinder is a dif 
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?cult and expensive operation. There is also a 
serious objection to this procedure, because if 
the rubber surface is injured or becomes worn, 
the entire cylinder must .be~removed from the 
machine and new rubber revulcanized thereon 
to replace the worn or injured surface. 
In order to obviate this serious objection, I 

. have invented a very simple manner of replac 
ing or renewing the rubber surface between the 
anvil bars, against which the continuously re 
volving knife acts. I accomplish this by covering 
the cylinder between the anvils with sections of 
curved sheet metal plate to which sheet rubber 
has previously been vulcanized. I secure these 
sections in position by any practical method, such 
as suitable screws, but preferably by bevelling 
the edges of each section and clamping it in posi 
tion on the cylinder by suitable clamping means 
held in place by easily accessible cap ‘screws. 

I can purchase, these rubber covered sheets, 
which are laminated to type metal, in large ?at 
sheets, commercially, and my method is to cut 
this material to proper shape and size and to 
curve it to ?t same on the cylinder. Such mate 
rial serves as a friction surface of high wearing 
quality. With this construction I provide a com 
paratively inexpensive, easily replaceable for re 
pair, rubber surface on the patch applying drum. 
I have devised also a very practical means for 
holding such rubber faced sections in place by 
the anvil bars. The anvil bars can be quickly 
removed in the event that the sections are dam. 
aged or worn. The whole patch applying cyl 
inder is therefore readily adaptable for quick 
repairs when required. 
Further important features of the invention 

have to do with the provision of improved means 
for quickly altering the machine so that one, 
two or three patches may be cut and applied 
for each revolution of .the patch applying and 
cutting cylinder. The rotary cutter which coop 

inder is arranged to receive one, two or three 
_ knives simultaneously, the knives being uniformly 
spaced whenever a plurality of them is used. 
Readjustment can be made in some instances, 
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provision of adjustable cam means for causing 
the compensator to perform its operating cycle 
one, two or three times in each ‘revolution of the 
patch applying and cutting cylinder in accord 
ance with the number of cutting operations for 
which the machine is set and in timed relation 
to such cutting operations. 
. I have found that whether I use vacuum or 
not, it is di?icult to hold the web against the 
surface of the cylinder or patch applying mem 
ber immediately after a sheet has been severed. 
Where I use vacuum tohold the web against 

the cylinder, I ?nd that the web drops off when 
ever the machine is stopped a few seconds and 
the vacuum disappears. I have solved the prob 
lem by the‘, addition of small rollers which are 
preferably idler rolls and which press the web 
of cellulosic material against the cylinder at all 
times before and after severing so rethreading 
of web on starting is eliminated. It is broadly 
new to use any form of mechanical means for 
the ‘purpose stated. I therefore consider these 
idler rolls an important improvement. ‘ 
As I use no suction to hold the sheet to the 

cellulose applying drum,'I have found that the 
ordinary “tack” in the cellulose adhesive is sufd 
cient to pull the cellulose sheet away from the 

. rubber covered drum without the need of an air 
blast or reversed suction to quickly force the 
sheet off from the cylinder. This is particularly 
true when I provide grooves in the cylinder, as 

_ shown in Figure 12, which prevent “suction” at 

‘ crates with the patch applying and cutting cyl- ‘ 

45 

as when changing from three cuts per revolution 1 
to one out per revolution, simply by removing two 
of the knives, but in other instances it is neces 
sary to replace anvil bars of the patch applying 
and cutting cylinder by.non-cutting' bars which 
perform the clamping function of the anvil bars, 
but which are formed with grooves to permit the 
knives to pass without cutting. Provision is 
made for facilitating'the rapid interchange of 
anvil bars and non-cutting bars. 7 
There are also certain zones of the patch ap 

plying and cutting cylinder” which would nor 
mally be engaged by certain of the knives, but 
upon which no cutting is ever performed. These 
zones are grooved to permit the knives to pass 
without cutting and without marring the patch 
web material. > 

Although the web is normally paid out to the 
patch applying and cutting cylinder at a lesser 
speed thanthe surface speed of the cylinder, it 
is jerked forward at the speed. of the cylinder 
during the period when it is clamped to the cyl 
inder by a ‘knife and before the cutting is com 
pleted. A compensator is provided for forming 
a loop in the supply web between the cutting 
intervals and for causing the loop material to be 
yielded to the cylinder as the web is jerked for 
ward. 
A feature of the invention has to do with the 
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traction‘and reduce the area for “static” action. 
I consider my invention a very important im 

provement over present machines of this type, 
particularly in its simplicity and inexpensive up 
keep. > a 

The objects, features and advantages of this 
invention will be more completely set‘ forth in 
the description and drawings forming a part of 
this application. a 

In the drawings— 
Figure 1 is a' vertical sectional view of the part 

of a machine which embodiesmy invention. 
Figure 2 is a horizontal section taken substan 

tially on the line 2--2 of Figure 1. 
Figure 3 is a vertical section taken substan 

tially on the line 3-3 of Figure 1. 
Figure 4 is a, plan view of the lower portion 

of the mechanism shown in Figure l, and shows 
a carton blank passing from the conveyor chains 
over a pressure roll to the delivery belt. 
Figure 5 is an enlarged detail sectional view 

showing a knife edge of the cutting roll in con 
tact with an anvil bar of the laminating_cylin 
der, and also shows how the knife blade is ad 
justably secured in said cutting roll. 
’ Figure 6 and 6a is a detail view showing an 
anvil bar removed from its groove and a section 
of the laminating cylinder showing the groove. 
Figure 7 is a longitudinal sectional view of a 

part of the laminating cylinder, showing the 
manner of clamping the anvil bars in position 
therein. ' 

Figure 8 is a side view of the changeable cam 
device which is mounted on one end of the lami 

_ nating cylinder shaft. 

70 

Figure 9 is'a detail view of the detachable 
clamp lug which allows the removal of an anvil 
bar without disturbing other parts of the lami 
nating cylinder. 

Figure 10 is. an end view of a non-cutting 
’ bar which is adapted to replace a regular anvil 

75 
bar under certain conditions. 
Figure 11 is a diagrammatic view illustrating ' 
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the manner of arranging the ?lm cutting bars 
for various sizes of cartoniblanks. 
Figure 12 shows how the rubber surface of the 

laminatingcylinder may be provided with cir 
cumferential grooves,‘ and‘ 
Figures 13, i4! 15' and 16 areenlarged views of - 

, the‘ friction tape mechanism; which illustrate 
more clearly-the‘ ‘construction and important 
functionso'fsame, » 
The mechanism shown in the ‘drawings is only 

a part of a machine for applying a cellulosic ma; 
terial patch over openings in envelopes and pa 
per cartonsras the complete machine includes 

" -.: means for-feeding i'the blanks-and carrying them 
along beneath/an adhesive ‘applying unit to the 
herein‘ describedfar jcellulosic material applying 
mechanism. front‘. which said blanks are then 
projected into a stacking unit, in a manner quite 

_' similar to that shown in the Patent #l,969,106 
before referred to, but, ‘as’ my ‘present ‘invention 
only pertains to‘ the cellulosic material applying 
unit of the machine, I hav'e'only shown the im 

10 

the diameter of'the as; 13,, the gen-Jamey‘ be 
adjusted so that the knife edges l1 will always 
contact a certain" point near thecenter line of‘ 
the anvil bars at every revolution ofthe cylin 
der 25. I have arranged four, anvilv bars at points 
exactly 120°, 60°, 60° and 120°- apart on the pe 
riphery of the cylinder 25, forthe purpose here- " 
inafter described, and for the purpose‘ of 'secur- - 
ing the anviltbars in place in‘v their "respective 
grooves, I provide a removable“ lug 26 at each end 
of, said bars so that aninwardly projecting lip 
21‘on such lug-will engage-a‘ bevelled end of‘ an 
anvil bar to force same into snug position in a. 
groove‘ 24 when a screw 28 is turned to draw 
the lug into the position shown in Figure _7; The 
screws 28 pass through holes 29 in‘: the lugs into I 

> threaded holes in discs 30¢which are secured to 
. the ends of the cylinder 25-byycap'screws3l. 

26 
An. inwardly extending ?ange 32, at the. outer 
edge ‘of said discs, is bevelled to correspond with 
the lip 21, for the following described purpose.‘ 

a Asjan important feature of m'yuinvention con 
proved‘meclianis'm for‘ that purpose, with por- ' 
tions of the frame» members '-fA‘-A.', conveyorv 
chains‘ B_—B,_ and stacking belt C_ of said ma 
chine; v ' _ .' ' 

In the several ,yiews,_numeral 3 indicates a 
substantial shaft which extends across the ma 
chine ,and is rjournalediin bearings 4 and 5 in 
the frame -members»A-“,-A,-and a third bearing 
6 is provided for- said shaft in a bracket 1 which 

‘extends inwardly from the right-hand‘ frame 
member A, above'an extremely wide carton blank 
path, to provide additional support for the shaft 
'3. This shaft is continuously rotated’ in said 
bearings by ‘a gear 6 which is- secured at‘ the 1' 
outer end‘ of saidshaft and driven by another 
gear (not shownywhich is a part of the machine 
drive transmission; ' 
Another substantial shaft!) is mounted in ver 

tically adjustable bearings‘ 10, II and I2 ‘directly 
abovevthe shaft 3, and’ a gear- I3 is adjustably 
secured toTthe outer end ofgtliis shaft in ’posi-‘ 
tion to ‘mesh with’ the driven gear '8. The shaft 

. 9 has an integral cylindrical portion I4 of en-' 
larged'diameter in which longitudinal grooves l5 
are-provided, anda knife‘ blade l6 has a bev 
elled, cutting .edge l1 projecting beyond the pe 
riphery of the cylinder l4 and is adjustably se 
cured in‘ the groove l5 between bars ‘l8 and I9 _' 

40 

sists of using a'resilient material having a cer 
tain degree of dry surface adhesion, such as vul- - 
canized sheet rubber, and as it is' impractical 
and too expensive to vulcanize sheet rubber di 
rectly to the surface,_ of the cylinder, I ,con— 
ceived the ‘idea of using‘ a commercially manu- . 

'7 facturedproduct whichconsists of va special sheet 
metal-to which‘ a" sheet of high-grade rubber is 
.vulcanizedso as to make the two- materials al 

' most inseperable. ‘ Alsection of this laminated 
material is curved to ?t the peripheryof‘ the 
cylinder 25, between each two‘ adjacent anvil 
bars, and the rubber part 3.3‘ of. same is vcut " 
away at its longitudinal edges-to expose the edge 
portion of its sheet metal part “(which edge I 
is then disposed ‘in under the ?anges 23’ of the 
anvil bars to be securely held in place thereby ; 
when said anvil bars are clamped into ‘?xed posi 
tion. The ends of these rubber cover sections are 
then bevelled to fit snugly beneath the bev 
elled vflanges ‘32 of thediscs so so. as to be held" 

' ?rmly in position on the cylinder. 

which are clamped therein by a series of headless ' 
set screws 20. The bars l8 are divided into sec 
tions which each have a number of adjusting 
screws 2| passing therethrough into contact with 
the bottom of the grooves l5, and said sections 
each :have a ?ange 22 on which' the inner edge 
of the-knife blade I6 rests,,so,.that when the set 
screws 20 are loosened, the knife blade may be 
forced outwardly by the vscrews 2| to a desired 
point where said knife is then secured in posi 
tion by tightening the screws 20 against the 
locking bar 19. I prefer tojprovide, three of the 
grooves _ l5, which are spaced an ‘equal distance 
apart in the periphery of e, the cylinder l4, al 
though in some ‘cases a greater or less number 
of grooves may be preferred. - ‘ _ 

The cutting edge 11 ofthe knife blade I6 is 
adapted to contact the smooth, hardened outer 
surface of 'a number of anvil bars 23 which 
are inserted in longitudinal grooves 24 in the 
periphery of a' cylindrical drum 25 which‘is se 
cured on the shaft 3 immediately below the knife 
carrying cylinder I4. The diameter of the cyl 

This?method of providing a‘ rubber coated sur 
face for the cylinder 25 makes, it an easy matter 1 
to remove and replace any or all sections ‘which 
may become damaged or worn, at comparatively 
low cost. 1 ' . i v m ' 

Stationary shafts 35 and. 35' form cross-bars 
between the frame members A—A, and a pair of 
spaced castings 36 are adjustably clamped there 
on by hinged dogs 31 havingset screws 38. The 
castings 36 have bearings for rails 39 and 40 

' over which ‘a comparatively wide belt 4| is con-' 
tinuously- driven through gears, 42- and ‘43',- and 
a‘series of idler rolls 44 are also journaled in 
the castings‘ 36"to.sui>p0rt the upper horizontal 
stretch of the belt 4|. Arms 45 are pivotedljon 
the castings 36 and have bearings at one'en'd 

vfor'a driven shaft 46 on' which a roll 41 is 
mounted and adapted to 'be.forced upwardly 
toward the cylinder 26 by compression springs 

’ 48 whichvare carried in the projecting end 36’ 

70 

inder 25 is practical twice the diameter of the ' 
cylinder l4, and as the gear 8' is exactly twice 75 

‘of the castings 36. _The roll 41 is driven by 
a gear 46' with a uniform peripheral speed iden 
tical to that of the cylinder 25, and cooperates 
with said cylinder in feeding the carton blank 
49,from the conveyor chains 3-43 to the belt 
4| while the Cellophane patch is being attached 
to said carton. It is occasionally'necessary to 
move the roll 41 away from the'cylinder 25, and 
I therefore_provide-small eccentric cams 50 on 
a shaft 6|, directly beneath the rear end of the 
arms 45, by which the roll 41Imay be forced 
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away from the cylinder 25 when the ‘cam shaft 
5| is turned by a handle 52. Screws 53 are 
provided in the rear end of the arms 45 to con 
tact the cams 50 and provide for adjustment 
of the required space between the roll 41 and 
cylinder 25. _ 

‘Another pair of stationary shafts 54 and 55 
form cross-bars between the frame members 
A-A, above the cross-bars 35 and 35', and a 
pair of spaced castings 56 and 51 are mounted 
on said cross-bars and have v?xed bearings 50 
and 59 for a driven shaft 60 on which a rubber 
roll 6| is mounted, while an adjacent rubber 
roll 62 is mounted on a parallel shaft 63 which 
extends through slidable bearings 64 and I55, and 
is oppositely driven from the shaft 60 by gears 
66 and 61. Cams 68, similar to the cams 50, are 
mountedon a cam shaft 69 which is rotatably 
carried by the bearings 64 and 65, and adjusting 
screws ‘I0, located in thecastings 56 and 51, con 
tact the cams 60 to force the rubber rolls 6| 
and 62 together to a point 'determined'by adjust 
ment of the screws ‘I0 on the high point of the 
earns 08. A handle ‘II on one end of the cam 
shaft 69 allows turning said shaft and the cams 
thereon to a point where the compression springs 
‘I2, which are disposed between the bearings 
58-64 and 59~—65, forces the rubber rolls apart 
when so desired. The rubber rolls— BI and.62 
are driven by a variable speed‘ transmission de 
vice (not- shown) which is adjustable to enable 
any desired length of web, within the capacity 
of the machine, to be paid out during one revo 
lution of_ the shaft 3. ‘The rolls BI and 62 are 
driven through a chain ‘I3 and gears ‘I4, which 
gears are splined on the shaft 60. 
Any suitable means may be used for support 

ing a roll of cellulosic- material, or other kind 
of thin pliable material, such as glassine, etc., 
of desired width, above the rubber rolls 6| and 
62, but I prefer to use the means shown in Fig 
ure 1, whereby the roll of ,thin material ‘I5 is 
supported on a shaft ‘I6 which is detachably 
held in the rear end of arms ‘II which in turn 
are adjustably secured von~ a‘ shaft _'I8 having 
bearings in upright extensions “I9 on the cast 
.ings 56. A depending arm 80 is fastened to one 
end‘ of the shaft ‘I8, and the lower end of this 
arm is connected to a helical spring 0|, on the 
extension ‘I9, by a threaded rod 82 and a hand 
wheel-83, whereby the weight of the roll ‘I5 may 
be counterbalanced. The material from the roll 
‘I5 is passed downwardly between the rubber feed 
rolls 0| and 62, over an idler roll 00, and under 
a loop-forming roll 85, to the cylinder 25, (see 
Figure 1). Small wheels 86 are carried by arms 
81 which are hinged on a ?xed shaft 80 so as to 
allow said wheels to rest by'gravity on the ma 
terial ‘I5 at a point preceding the cut-off point, 
to hold said materialagainst the cylinder sur 
face 33 with just sui?cient pressure to allow the 
material to slip on said surface up to the point 
of cut-oif, which takes place when thebevelled 
edge ll of the knife I6 strikes‘ the anvil 23. At 

\ this point the material, while momentarily con 
tacting the anvil 23 must instantly travel at the. 
surface speed of the cylinder 25. In order to 
allow this momentarily increased speed of web 
feed I provide the loop-forming roll 85 which 
is caused to rise instantly in time with the cut 
oil' mechanism and .thus yield up loop material 

' momentarily during the cut-off operation, after 
which the roll 85 will slowly swing“ downwardly 
again to reestablish the loop in the cellulosic 
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material in preparation for the next cut-o?‘ 
period. ' . 

The roll 05 rotates freely in arms '00 which 
are secured on a shaft 90, and said shaft is 
adapted to be oscillated by an arm 0| carrying 
a roller 02 in contact with a cam device 93 which 
is secured to the end of the shaft 3, and said 
cam device has a series of- projections 94 thereon 
which are spaced to cause the shaft 90 to be 
oscillated so as to swing the roll 85 up and down . 
in timed relation with the material cutting-01f 
operation, The cam device 93 is composed of 
three discs having identically shaped projections 
00, and said discs are provided with a series 
of holes for dowel pins 95 and cap screws 96 ' 
which are so arranged that said discs may be 
shifted around on their common axis to make 
either a one-point, a two-point or a three-point 
cam as desired, and a compression spring 01 
is adapted- to engage the arm 9| to force the 
roller 92 against the periphery of the cam discs 
so as to impart a controlled oscillating move 
ment tothe shaft 90. ‘ " ' 

'A revolving brush 00 is disposed in bearing 
blocks 99 at the‘ lower end of the castings 58, 
and is driven by a shaft I00 which is provided 
‘with universal joints |0I and a gear I02 which is 
in driving contact with the gear 8 through an 
intermediate pinion gear, (not shown), and'said . 
brush is adapted to sweep the surface of the 
cylinder 25- to prevent accumulation of foreign, 
matter thereon. A sheet metal guard, I03 is 
placed immediately above the brush 98 to prevent 
the nearby thin cellulosic material from being 
‘damaged by said brush. 

For the purpose of holding the severed portion 
of cellulosic material in light contact with the 
rubber covered surface of the rotating cylinder 
'25, I prefer to locate a shaft I04 in parallel rela 
tion with the forward side of‘ said cylinder. One 
end of said shaft has a bearing in one frame 
member A while the other end has a notch to 
engage a pin I05 in a sleeve I06 which is secured 
to an extension shaft I04’ having a bearing in 
the other frame member A. A collar I06’ holds 
the shaft I04 in place, but allows easy removalv > 
thereof when desired, and a gear I01 is secured 
to the outer end of the extension shaft I04’ and 
is driven through an intermediate gear I01’ by a ' 
ring gear I08 which is mounted on the inside of 
the gear 0. YA pulley I09 has a key “0 which 
is slidable in a keyway II I in the shaft I04, and 
a ?ange I00’ on said pulley‘ hub is adapted to 
hold the pulley in place adjacent a metal plate 
H2 through which said shaft extends. The up 
per edge of the plate H2 is fastened to a yoke H3 
which is adjustably secured to a cross-bar II4, 

' and rearwardly extending arms H5 and “5 are 
pivotaliy mounted at the upper and lower edge, 
respectively, on said plate. Small pulleys H5’ 
and H6’ are journaled near the rear end of the 
‘arms H5 and I I6, and a small pulley I I9 is jour 
naled on a stationary stud immediately above the 
“pulley I00 while a similar small pulley H9’ is’ 
iournaled on a stud I20 which is adjustably see 
cured in a slot I2I in the front edge of the plate 

' H2. An endless tape belt I22 extends around 
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the driven pulley I00 and over the four small 
‘idler pulleys into contact with the. forwardly 
curved surface of the cylinder 25, between the 
pulleys H5’ and H6’, and this belt is preferably 
made of smooth, non-elastic ?exible fabric, such 
as an endlessly woven silk or linen ribbon. 

I prefer to use two of these belt units'which 
may be adjusted separately to suitable positions‘ 
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on the cross-bar I I4. ' ‘By adjustment of the stud 
I20 the belts may be 'tensioned independently to 
contact the cylinder surface with just'su?icient 
pressure to permit the leading end of the web of 
cellulosic material to ‘slip-before severance, but 
to cause the severed sheet'of cellulosic material 
‘to be moved along at'a speed identical with that?“ ' 

- ‘of both cylinder surface and belt after severance. 
As indicated by the large arrows in Figure'l3, an 
upwardadjustment of the stud I20 will cause the 10 
'arms H5 and H6 to be drawn’ towards thesure ‘ ' 
face of the cylinder, and‘ will also'serve 'to in-" 
crease the contact pressure of the belt- I22 there 

and: H6 is limited by pins ) I 23 thereon which p'ro— 
v'jectinto slots I24 in the'pla'te H2; ' ‘ 
, In Figure 12, I have shown'how'a" series of 
shallow, circumferential-groovesJI25 may be pro 
vided in the rubber surface of the cylinder, be-_' 
tweenthe'anvil bars, for the purpose of allowing 
all‘ toentér between the cylinder surface, and‘ the 

; the material is fed to’ the .cylinderrfor cutting, 
, ‘ including first ‘means 'yieldably pressing'thei ma- _ 

. . ‘on. The swingingmovement of the. arms. H5 ~ 
15. 

ceilulosic sheet, in order to ‘facilitate the pulling 
of said sheet from said surface. ’ - 

In-Figure 10, I show a ‘non-cutting barI I'Ihav 
inga longitudinal groove- H8 initsex'posed sur 25 
face whichprevents the knife’ edge ‘I'T’from cute 

‘- _, ting the passing‘materi'al at that point, and'simi 
'' lar grooves are provided in the rubbercovered’ 1 

j sections at points. X-XjseeFigufe .l)'-for that 
same purpose, as willhereinafter be described,’ 
Nonscuttingbars II‘! may be ‘substituted for, the ' 

‘ anvil bars 23' as required. 1 » ~ », v i 

To, adapt {the machinei'for cartons of various‘ 
lengths, within-certain‘ limits, and in :order' to 
‘obtain correspondingly increased capacity with‘ 

a the shorter carton. 'blan'ks;_ I have: spaced‘ the‘ 
grooves. for-the cuttingknives an‘dla'nvilabars in 
their ‘respectivecyl'inders so that by arranging 

' three different combinations of knives and anvils . ' ‘in said grooves, I can double or “triple the short 

_ _ blankcapacity of the‘ machine without ‘increasing 
' 'Vthe RQ‘P. M._-of same; ' ' " ‘ ’ ' 

with‘ the first ‘combination, and conveyor 

from 13 inches to z'linches ‘may, be handled by 
providing ‘a cutting’ knife in groove 0 (see Figure 
ll), an anvil bar ingroove d, a non-cutting‘bar 
I II in groove f and no' knives ingrooves a and I); 
while afsingle point is used -'on cam 93; or by 
providing non-cutting bars III in grooves 'e,- ,f 

1 ' ~~and g even though knives are present ini'grooves 
" a,,b‘and c. " ' 

‘ . With ‘the second combination, and‘conveyor 
chains having feed lugs 15 inches apart, blanks 
from 8_ inchesto 13 inches may be handled by 
providing, a knife in groove 0 only, with anvil 
bars inat least grooves d and f, or by providing 
non-cutting bars in grooves e and g,'with knives 
Yin grooves a, b and 0. Two points of the cam83 
are used. , _ ~ I v 

I have described what I believe to be the best 
embodiments ‘of my invention.‘ I do not wish, 
however, to- be con?ned to the embodiments 
shown,»but what I desire to cover by Letters Pat-, 
cut is set forth in the appended claims. 

I claim as my invention: 
1. In a machine of the class described, means 
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. adjacent and cooperatingwith saidfrotating cyl 

‘ chains having feedflugs h 30 inches apart,~'blanks ‘ 
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to 

by which blanks ar‘e consecutively fed, means for, - 
applying severed lengths of thin material to 
blanks O!1_'S8.id ?rst feeding means, means for 
feeding material to the applying means, means 
for severing the material while on said applying 
means, mechanical means contacting and yield 
ably pressing the material against the applying 
means as it approaches the severing meansr driv 
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y' ‘e! at the same surface speed as that 'oftheape 
,{glplying means, during severing. ' ' " - 

:ably pressing the material_.-against the~ cylinder’ ' 
, before and after-cutting‘ and after it has passed. . 

,‘20'? 

‘anvil barsremovably securedin grooves in'litsjcir 
u V _ cuniferentialsurface, avtimed-rotating'icutting roll -' i 

= coacting with s'aid- .cylindenand ‘provided; with. 
30' 

-means for feedingpa‘?rstmaterial into contact. _> ‘ 

, said rotating cylinder, means for feeding va sec 

.‘coated blanks, and continuously operating fe'ed- ' 
ingvmeans for feeding a web of“ thin cellulosic 

en ‘means yieldably pressing ‘the material against 
said applying‘means after ‘it has passedzthe-sev-_ 
ering means, ‘and’ means adapting " the material 
which is approaching the severinglme'ans‘ to trav 

2. A device of the‘class describedco'mprising . " 

a feeding cylinder, means for‘ feeding blankss 
as to receive material fed from the cylinder, , 
means for cutting‘ the material whilé'on the cylf ' o : 
inder; a suplyl/ of materialand ‘means :by which 

terial _against the cylindenasisaid material'fap-r j r . 
proa'ches‘ v'cutting- position” means-synchronized ~ - ' I » 

with the cutting ‘means; for slackenin'g'thejmw " 
terial .durin'g cutting, and‘ second means, yield; 

cutting position‘and ‘adapted'itoballow‘slippage L ' 

of the material before cuttingandto: positively feed the_material after ,cutting, said/‘second, 
, means being ‘driven. at the samesp'eed asthat of >_ it 1 I 

- the cylinder. ' ' > > ' , ~ I 

' ‘3. “In ‘a machine 'of the'Tclass describedi com 
prising‘ a rotating‘ cylinderhaving' longitudinal, 

projecting longitudinal _ knife {edges adaptedf to j. 
‘contact said anvil bars, sections lofisuitable=friclf ' ' tion material removably secured to the surface of; " -‘ 

saidcylinder between said anvil’ bars, va‘ndLa shal- * , 
low ‘longitudinal groove provided Tin‘ some ‘of said ] ,; 
anvil bars and‘friction material- tov preventjvconi" 
tact of said knife,edges.therewith'_when_no~ cut‘ 
ting action is desired at said contact D'Oint. . , - 

4. In a machine‘ of the, class -'_de_scri_bed,jhav-ing 

with‘ a rotating cylinderg'aihardened surface-on , 
said rotating cylinder, a cutting 'cylinderal'ocated“ 

inder, cutting, knives'inqjsaidcuttirig cylinder » adapted to out ‘against ‘said'hardened' surface-on 1 

0nd material from a rollbetween ‘saidcutting - " 
cylinder and said rotatingv cylinder: for severing 
said second material into prédetermined'len‘gths, 
rollers for holdingsaid second material into_con- 
tact with said ‘rotating cylinder-before severing, 
and adapted to hold theunsevéred second mate- ‘ A 
rial against the rotating cylinder "immediately, ' 
after severing to cause continuous forwardfeede- ' ' 
ing of said second material, andmeans for hold- , ~_ ,_ 
ing said severed second material into contact with" ' - ‘ ' 
said rotating cylinder after severing ,to deliver‘ 
said second material into contact with said first 
material. ' - r >.~ . ‘ v. 

5. A machine of the class described having ' 
timed feeding means for feeding spaced adhesive I , ' 

material, comprising a rotating'cylinder against 
which said thin'cellulosic material is fed, longi~ 
tudinal anvil bars located in the surface of said ~ 
rotating cylinder, a rotating cutting roll for cut 
ting off predetermined lengths of .thin cellulosic 
material coacting with said cylinder, said cutting 
roll being provided with projecting longitudinal, 
cutting knives contacting said anvil bars in said 
rotating cylinder, sections of removable friction 
material‘ secured between said anvil bars on said 
rotating cylinder, means fo_r.holding said thin 
cellulosic material in light contact with said sec 
tions of friction material, said last means and 
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said friction material being adapted to feed said 
thin cellulosic material forward in taut condition 
before severing through slippage by moving faster 
than said cellulosic material and positively feed 
same after severing into contact with said adhe 
sive'coated blanks. 

6. A paper fabricating machine having means 
- for feeding spaced blanks past a rotating cylinder, 
means for yieldingly pressing said passing blanks 
against said cylinder, a parallel cutting roll 
spaced slightly from said cylinder and rotated at 
identical surface speed, projecting knife edges on 
said cutting roll adapted to contact cooperating 
cutting means on the periphery of said cylinder, 
adjacent feed rolls adapted to project a patching 
material at a speed which is considerably slower 
than the surface speed of said cylinder, means for 
directing said patching material into the space 
between said cutting roll and said cylinder and 
means for periodically creating a slack in said - 
material between said feed rolls and said space, 
means for pressing said slow moving patching 
material into light frictional contact with the 
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beyond the severing point to permit continuous 
slipping between the material and the drum be 
fore severing and to positively advance the mate 
rial after severing, and means positively synchro 
nized with the rotating knife and drum for caus 
ing the material approaching the drum to in 
stantly travel at the same surface speed as the 
drum, as severing occurs. 

10. In a patch applying machine, in combina 
tion, means for feeding a ?rst material to be 
patched, a patch applier for rolling patches pro 
gressively into contact with the ?rst material, 
means for driving the patch applier in unison 
with the ?rst material feeding means,'means for 
supplying a web of patch material to the patch 
applier at a slower speed than the surface speed 
of the patch applier, means for cutting patches 

- of predetermined length from the leading end 

faster moving cylinder surface before entering . 
said space, and auxiliary forwarding means 
traveling at cylinder surface speed for holding 
said patching material in light frictional contact 
with ‘said cylinder after passing said space. 

7. A machine of the class described having 
timed feeding means for feeding spaced adhesive. 
coated blanks, means for feeding and delivering 
a thin pliable cellulosic material from a web to a 
rotatingcylinder, means cooperating with said 
rotating cylinder for severing a sheet from the end 
of said web, means for holding said sheet into 
contact with‘ said rotating cylinder, said means 
comprising endless belts passing from a driven 
pulley on an adjacent shaft to small idler pulleys 
mounted on the outer ends of hinged arms which 
diverge to allow said belts to engagethe down 
wardly moving ‘surface of said rotating cylinder, 

_ an adiustable belt tightening device arranged to 
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independently increase or decreasethe tension of ' 
said belts while simultaneously drawing said di 
verging arms toward said cylinder to press said 
idler pulleys proportionately against said surface 
with any desired contact, pressure‘ for the purpose 
described. 

8. In a machine of the class described, means‘ 
by which blanks are consecutively fed, means for 
applying severed lengths of thin vmaterial to . 
blanks on said ?rst feeding means, means for 
feeding material to the applying means, means 
for severing the material while on said applying 
means, .a' pair of rollers contacting and yieldably - 
pressing the material against the applying means 
as it approaches the severing means, a pair of 
means yieldably pressing the material against 
said applying means after it has passed the sever 
ing means and driven at the same surface speed 
as that of the applying means and acting before 
severing to allow slippage of the material on the 
drum, and after severing to positively advance the 
material. ‘ 

9. In a machine having means for feeding an 
article, a drum for advancing severed lengths of 
thin, pliable material for registration with and 
application to a fed article, a rotary knife cooper 
ating with said drum to sever the material while 

_ on the drum, means for feeding the material to 
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the drum, means yieldably pressing the material ‘ 
against the drum as it approaches the severing 
point to hold the material taut, a belt positively 
driven in synchronism with the drum and press 
ing the material against the drum at a pointy 

of the patch web, auxiliary feeding means bear 
ing lightly and with yielding force against the 
patch applier for cooperating with the patch ap 
plier to exert a slip drag on the leading end of 
the patch web as the web is being supplied to 
the patch applier before severance and to carry 
the patch forward without slipping for applica 
tion to the ?rst material after severance, and . 
means for positively driving the auxiliary feed- ' 
ing means in, unison with the surface speed of 
the patch applier. 

11. In a patch applying machine, in combina 
tion, means forfeeding at constant speed a ?rst 
material to be patched, a patch applier for roll 
ing patches progressively into contact with the 
?rst material, means for driving the patch ap 
plier in unison with the ?rst material feeding 
means, means for supplying a web of patch ma 
terial to the patch applier at a slower speed than 
the surface speed of the patch applier, means 
for cutting patches of predetermined length from 
the leading end of the patch web, auxiliary feed 
ing means bearing lightly and‘ with yielding 
force against the patch applier for cooperating 
with the patch applier to exert a slip drag on 
the leading end of, the patch web as the web 
is being supplied to the patch applier before sev 
erance and to carry the patch forward without 
slipping for application to the ?rst material 
after severance, and means for positively driving 
the auxiliary feeding means in unison with the 
surface speed-of the patch applier. ‘ 
'12. In a patch applying machine‘, in combina 

tion, means for feeding a ?rst material to be 
patched, a patch applier for rolling patches pro 
gressively into contact with the ?rst material, 
means for driving the patch applier in unison 
with the ?rst material feeding means, 'means'for 
supplying a web of patch material to the patch , 
applier at a slower speed than the surface speed 
of the patch applier, means for cutting patches 
of predetermined length from the leading end 
of the patch web, belt means bearing lightly 
against the patch applier over an extensive arc 
thereof for cooperating with the patch applier 
to exert ‘a slip drag on the leading end of the 
patch web before severance and to carry the 
patch forward without slipping for application ‘ 
to the ?rst material after severance, and means 
for positively driving said belt means in- unison 
with the surface speed of ~the-patch applier. 

13. In a patch applying machine, in combina 
tion, a patch applying cylinder for rolling patches 
progressively into contact with a material to be 
patched, means for driving the patch applying~ 
cylinder at a predetermined surface speed, means 
for positively feeding a web of patch material to 



ing successive patches from the patch web on the 
cylinder, auxiliary feeding means bearing light 

I- 1y against the cylinder for cooperating with the 
cylinder to exert a slip drag on the leading end" 
of the patch web before severance and to carry 
the patch forward without slipping after sever 
ance, and adjustable means for setting,the pres 
sure of the auxiliary ‘feeding means against the 
cylinder to any value desired throughout an avail 
able pressure range of substantial extent. 
14-. In a patch applying machine, in combina 

tion, a patch applying cylinder for rolling 

rial to be patched, means for driving the patch 
applying cylinder at a predetermined surface 

'speed, means for positively feeding a web of 
patch material to the cylinder at a lesser speed, 
means for severing successive patches fromthe 
‘patch web on the cylinder, belt means bearing 
‘lightly against the cylinder for cooperating with, 
the cylinder to exert a slip drag on the leading 
end of the patch web before severance and to 

_ 4 carry the patch forward without‘ slipping after 
severance, and adjusting means for changing the 
belt tension and thereby altering the pressure 
of the belt against the cylinder. ' 

15. In a patch applying machine, in combina-, 
" tion, -a patch applying cylinder for rolling 

patches progressively intorcontact with a mate 
rial to be patched,means for driving the patch’ 
applying cylinder at a predetermined surface 
speed,'means for positively feeding a web of 
patch material to the cylinder at a lesser speed, 
means for severing successive, patches from the 
patch web on the cylinder, belt means bearing 
lightly against the cylinder for‘ cooperating with 
the cylinder toexert a slip dragon the leading 
end of the patch web before vseverance and to car 
ry the patch forward without slipping after sev 
erance, upper and lower guide rollers support 
ing the opposite ends of the active or cylinder 

, engaging stretch of the belt, and. swingable' 

r 'aacig'ein 

the cylinder at a lesser speed, means for sever-' 
, progressively into contact with amaterial to 
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patches progressively intocontact with a mate- ‘> 
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be patched, means for driving the patch apply 
ing cylinder at a predetermined surface speed, 
means for positively feeding a web of patch ma 
terial to the cylinder at a lesser speed, means 
for severing‘ successiye patches from the patch 

‘ web on the cylinder, apair of belts bearing light 
ly against the cylinder for cooperating with the 
cylinder to exert a slip drag on the leading end 
of the patch web before severancevand to carry 
the patch forward without slipping after sev 
erance, guide means for the respective belts, and 
means for individuallyadjusting the guide means 
-of each belt as a unit laterally. of the path of ' 

, web travel. ‘ ' - ' - 

18. In a patch applying machine, in combina 
tion, a patch applying cylinder forrolling patches ' 
progressively into contact with a material to be 
patched, means for driving the patch applyingv 
cylinder at a predetermined surface speed, means ‘ 
for positively feeding a web of patch material 
to the cylinder at a lesser speed, means for sev- . 
ering successive patches from the patch web- on 
the cylinder, a pair b-fabelts bearing lightly 
against the cylinder for cooperating with the cyl 
inder to exert a slip drag on the leading end of - 
the patch web before severance and to carry 
the patch forward without slipping after sev- I 
erance, guide means for the_~re_spective belts, 

. means for individually adjusting the guide means 
cf each belt as a unit laterally of the path of web 
travel, andcor'nmon driving means for driving 
the belts in unison with the cylinder and with 
one another. ,_ ‘ _ _ I 

19. In a patch applying machine, in combina 
‘, tion, a patch applying cylinder, means for driving 
the cylinder at predetermined speed, means for 
payingout patch web material to the cylinder at‘ 
a predetermined‘ lesser speed.v rotary ‘cutting. 
means cooperative with the cylinder for cutting 
one or more patches from the web in each revo 

' lution of the cylinder as desired, loop forming» 

arms supporting the guide rollers and arranged . 
to increase the pressure of the rollers against 
the cylinder in response to increase of belt ten 
sion. ' _ 

16. In a patch applying machine, in combina 
tion, -a patch applying cylinder for rolling 
patches progressively into contact with a mate 
rial to be patched, means for driving the patch 
applying cylinder at a predetermined surface 
speed, means for positively ‘feeding a webv of 
patchmaterial to the cylinder at a lesser speed, 
means for severing successive patches from the‘ 

7 patch web on the cylinder, belt means bearing 
lightly- against the cylinder for cooperating with 
the cylinder to exert a slip drag on the leading 
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end of the patch webbefore severance and to I 
carry the patch forward without slipping after 

- severance, ‘upper and lower guide rollers sup-k 
porting the opposite, ends of the active or cylin 
der engaging stretch of the belt, and upper and 
lower pivoted arms supporting the - respective 
rollers, said upper arm diverging slightly} from 
the common tangent plane of the cylinder and 
the upper guidevroller and having its pivot lo 
cated slightly above said plane, and guide means 
for directing a lower inactive stretch-of the'belt 
means away from the lower guide roller'in an 
upward direction and close to the pivot of‘ the 
lower pivoted arm so that the lower arm will 
be biased lightly toward the cylinder ‘by .belt' ‘ 
tension. - e , . 

1'7. In a patch applying machine, in combina 

I 

means interposed between the paying out means 
and the cylinder ‘to form a loop ‘in the web be; 
tween each two successive cutting operations and 
to yield up loop material as each cutting opera 
tion is performed,- and cam means controlling 
the operation of the loop forming means com 
prising a cam. shaft,-a plurality of cams of ‘like 

- contour thereon, an actuating member operable " 
by the cams, and means for securing the cams 

‘ in different positions of relative adjustment to ’ 
cause the actuating member to be operated. one 
or more ‘times in- each revolution of the cylinder . 
as required. - 

20.'In apatch' applying machine, in combina 
tion, a patch applying cylinder, means for drive 
ing the cylinder at predetermined speed, means 
for paying out patch web material to the cylin 
der at a predetermined lesser speed, rotary cut 
ting means cooperative with the cylinder for 
‘cut-ting'one or more patches from the web in each _ .. 

- revolution of the cylinder as desired, loop form 
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ing means interposed‘ between the paying out > 
means and the cylinder to form a loop in the 
web between each two ‘successive cutting opera 
tions andto yield up ‘loop material as each cut- .' ' 
ting operation is performed, and cam ‘means ,con- . . 
trolling the operation of the loop forming means 
com-prising a cam shaft, a plurality of cams ‘of 
like contour thereon, anactuating member 'op- . 
erable by'the cams, and means for fixing the‘ 
cams in different predetermined angular rela- I‘ 
tions to oneanother to c'ause'the.actuatingmem 

7, 
tion, a patch applying cylinder for rolling patches . 
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her to be operated one or more times in 
revolution of the cylinder as required. 

21. In a patch applying machine, in combina 
tion, a patch applying cylinder, means for'driv-. 
ing the cylinder at predetermined speed, means 
for paying out patch web material to the cylin 
der at a predetermined lesser speed, rotary cut 

each 

ting means cooperative with the cylinder for cut 
ting one or more patches from the‘web in each 
revolution of the cylinder as desired, loop form 
ing means interposed between the paying out 

10 

means and the cylinder to form a loop in the _ 
web between each two'successive cutting opera 
tions and to yield uploop material as each cut 
ting operation is performed, ‘and adjustable 
means for controlling the operation of the loop 
forming means and varying the number of loop 
forming operations per revolution of the cylin 
der to cause the loop forming means to be op 
erated once for each cutting operation and. in 
timed relation thereto. > ' 

22. In a patch applying machine, in combina 
tion, a patch applying cylinder, a rotary cutter 
cooperative therewith and adapted to be equipped 
with one or more cutting knives, said rotary cut 
ter having an effective diameter which is an ali 
quot part of the diameter-of the cylinder, said 
cylinder including grooves for receiving anvil bars 
to cooperate with the rotary cutter, or for re 
ceiving non-cutting bars as required, and bar 
clamping means including means operable to fa 
cilitate the rapid replacement of the anvil bars 
by the non-cutting bars and vice versa. 

23. In a patch applying machine, in combina 
tion, a patch applying cylinder, a rotary cutter 
cooperative therewith and having an effective 
diameter which is an aliquot part of the diameter 

' of the cylinder, and means for removably secur 
ing cutting knives in- selected positions on said 
rotary cutter, said cylinder being formed with a 
longitudinal groove in the periphery thereof to 
permit'a knife to pass without cutting in a re 
gion of they cylinder which would otherwise be 
engaged by the knife but upon which no cutting 
is ever required. - ' 

24. In a patch applying machine, in combina 
tion, a patch applyingcylinder, a rotary cutter 
cooperative with the cylinder; whose effective di 
ameter is an aliquot part of the diameter of the 
cylinder, and means for removably securing cut 
ting knives in selected positions'on said rotary 
cutter, said cylinder including anvil bar holding 
recesses, an anvil __bar in at least one of said re 
cesses and one or more non-cutting bars in the 
remainder thereof, and said cylinder being 
formed with longitudinal grooves in the periph 
ery’thereof to permit knives to ‘pass without cut 
ting in regions of the cylinder which would 
otherwise be engaged by the knives but 
which no cutting is ever required. 

25. In a patch applying machine, a patch cut 
- ting and applying cylinder comprising a cylinder 
body, a plurality of anvil bars secured to said 
body, and a plurality of laminated traction seg 
ments secured to the body by the anvil bars, each 
segment comprising a base layer of metal and a 
surface layer of rubber vulcanized thereto. ' 
.26; In a patch applying machine, a patch cut 

ting and applying cylinder comprising a cylinder 
bodyplaminated traction segments each compris 
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ing a base layer of metal and a surface layer- of 1 
rubber vulcanized‘ thereto,janvil bars interposed 
between the‘ edges of adjacent segments and 
formed with ?anges to overlie the adjacent mar 75 
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ginal portions thereof, and means for clamping 
the anvil bars to the cylinder body. , 

27. In a patch applying machine, in combina 
tion, a patch cutting and applying cylinder, a 
rotary cutter cooperative therewith, means for 
removably securing cutting knives in selected po 
sitions on said rotary cutter, said cylinder in 
cluding a cylinder body, laminated traction seg 
ments each comprising a base layer of metal. and 
a surface ‘layer of rubber vulcanized thereto, and, 
bars interposed between the edges of adjacent 
segments and formed with ?anges to overlie ad 
jacent marginal portions of the segments, a por 
tion at least of said bars being cooperative with 
theknives to effect cutting, at least one of said 
segments being formed with a longitudinal groove 
in the periphery thereof to permit a knife to 
pass without cutting in a region of the cylinder 
which would otherwise be engaged by the knife 
but upon which no cutting is ever required. 

28. In a patch applying machine comprising a 
patch applying cylinder, in combination, a cylin- ' 
der body, curved traction segments on the sur 
face thereof, clamping bars interposed between 
adjacent segments and‘ having overhanging 
shoulders to overlie straight marginal portions 
of the segments, and means for securing the seg- ' 
ments and the bars in place'on the cylinder body 
comprising a disc-like member, means-removably 
securing the disc-like member to the cylinder 
body,- said disc-like member having notches in 
the periphery‘ thereof and being formed with 
arcuate ?anges between said notches to overlie 
curved marginal portions of the respective seg 
ments, clamping blocks inserted in said notches 
and having shoulders arranged to overlie end 
portions of the respective clamping bars, and . 
means for removably securing the clamping 
blocks to the disc-like member. _ 

29. In a patch applying machine, in combina 
tion, a patch cutting and applying cylinder, and a 
rotary cutter cooperative therewith, ,said cutter 
including a cylinder having a longitudinal groove ' 
in the periphery thereof, a plurality of angle 
blocks set in the groove, each including a base 
portion disposed in the base portion of the groove, 
a body portion extending upwardly therefrom 
and an adjusting screw threaded through said 
bodyportion, a cutter blade set in the anglesof 
said blocks, and clamping screws threaded 
through the cylinder and clamping the blade 
and blocks in place. 

30. In a patch applying machine, in combina- , 
tion, a patch‘ applying and cutting cylinder, a 
‘rotary cutter cooperative therewith to cut sue 
cessiv'e- patches from a web of patch material, 
means for driving the cylinder, means for paying 
out a web of patch material to the cylinder at 
a lesser speed than the surface speed of the cyl 
inder, and meansbearing lightly against the cyl 
inder before the point of severance for main 
taining the leading end of the web constantly in 
frictional contact-with the cylinder. - 

31. In a patch applying machine, in’ combina-. 
tion, a patch applying and cutting cylinder, a ro 
tary cutter cooperative therewith to cut succes 
sive patches from a web of patch material, means 
for driving the cylinder and the cutter at the 
same surface speed, means for paying out a web 
of patch material to the cylinder at a lesser-speed 
than the surface speed of the cylinder, means. 
for causing the cylinder frictionally to engage 
and draw forward the leading end of- the web 
which extends beyond the point of cutting and to 
carry the cut patch forward. without slipping 
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after it is cut, and means bearing lightly against 
the cylinder in position to engage the web before 
it reaches the cutting point for constantly main 
taining the web in frictional contact with the 
cylinder. f 

32. In a patch applying machine, in combina 
tion, a patch applying and cutting cylinder, a 
rotary cutter cooperative therewith to cut succes 
sive patches from a web of patch material, means 
for driving the cylinder and the cutter at the 10 
same surface speed, means for paying out.a web ' 
of patch material to the cylinderat a lesser speed 
than the surface speed of the cylinder, means 
for causing the cylinder frictionall'y to engage 
and draw_ forward the leading end of the web 
which extends beyond the point of cutting and 
to carry the cut patch’ forward without slipping 
after it is cut, and idler roller means bearing 
lightly against the cylinder in position to'engage 
the web before it reaches the cutting point-for 
constantly maintaining the web in frictional con 
tact with the cylinder. 

33. In a patch applying machine, in combina 
tion, means for feeding a first material to be 
patched, a patch applier for rolling patches pro 
gressively into contact with the first material,“ 
means for driving the patch applier in unison 

' with the ?rst material feeding means, means for 
supplying a web of patch material to the patch 
applier at a slower speed than the surface speed 
of the patch applier, roller means for holding 
the web of patch material in light frictional con 
tact withsaid patch applier at all times, means 
coacting with said patch applier for cutting 
patches of predetermined length from the lead 

" ing end of the patch web, and means for. holding 
the leading» end of the patch web in slipping con 
tact with the said patch applier before severing. 
said means after severing being adapted to carry 
the patch forward without slipping for'applica 
tion to the first material. _ ' 

34.‘ In a machine of the class described, a ro 
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tating cylinder comprising a body formed with ’ 
longitudinally extending grooves, longitudinal an 

_ vil bars removably secured in the grooves, a re 
tary cutter coacting with said cylinder‘ and pro 
vided with projecting longitudinal knife edges ' 
which are adapted to contact said anvil bars, 
means for driving said cutter and cylinder at 
the same surface speed, and rigid cylinder seg 
ments having work engaging surfaces of suitable . 
friction material removably attached to said cyl- ' 
inder body and extending between said anvil 
bars. 

35. In a patch applying machcine, in‘ combina 
tion. means for feeding a ?rst material to be 
‘patched, a patch cutting and applying cylinder 
for rolling patches progressively into :contact 
with the ?rst material, means for driving the 
patch cutting and applying cylinder in unison 
with the first material feeding means, means for 
supplying a web of patch material to the patch 
cutting and applying cylinder at a slower'speed 
than the surface speed of said cylinder, and aero 
tary transverse cuttercooperative with the patch , 
’cutting and applying cylinder, said cylinder in 
cluding an arcuate traction segment whose sur- _ 

"face is divided longitudinally by‘ a multiplicity 
‘ of circumferentially extending grooves for facili 
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tating release of a patch to the first material, 
and an unbroken longitudinally extending anvil . 
portion ‘adjacent the trailing boundary of said 
segment for cooperating with the rotary cutter. 

36. In a patch applying machine, in combina 
tion, a patch cutting and applying‘ cylinder-rand 
a rotary transverse cutter cooperativ'eetherewith, 
said cylinder including an arcuate traction seg 
ment whose surface is divided longitudinally by 
a, ’multiplicity of circumferentially extending 
grooves for facilitating patch release, and an un- ‘ 
broken longitudinally extending anvil portion ad 
jacent the trailing boundary of said segment-for 

_ cooperating with the rotary cutter. ' ' 
EDWIN G. BTAUDE. 


